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Abstract 
Object-oriented programming (OOP) has proven a very useful paradigm for supporting 
client-server computing within the context of local-area networks, where stable assumptions 
can be made about the available resources and services and where interactions between clients 
and servers arc relatively simple. By implementing servers as objects, access to services can 
be kept separate from implementation, thus making client-server applications both more flexi- 
ble and easier to maintain. Now that we arc moving from single enterprise computing to the 
inter-organizational information world of the Internet and WWW, object-oriented programming 
must adapt itself to new client-server requirements. Specifically, there is need of coping with 
situations where new services can be dynamically added to servers, and where clients may need 
to coordinate the access to multiple services, rather than to single individual ones. In this paper, 
we describe the object model of the Coordination Language Facility, a programming framework 
that extends OOP with constructs that support dynamic services and multi-service coordination. 
We illustrate the use of these constructs through the application domain of distributed workflow. 
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1. Introduction 
The past decade has seen the coming of age of the networked enterprise. To provide 
appropriate management of computational resources in this domain, the new informa- 
tion systems paradigm of client-server computing has been defined. Object-oriented 
programming (OOP), a programming paradigm where all computational activities are 
handled by communicating objects, was in the meanwhile reaching full technological 
maturity. As a matter of fact, the two trends have met along the way, since OOP turned 
out to be a most effective way to support client-server computing: by implementing 
service providers as objects, clients can access services through a uniform interface, 
and representation and implementation of services can be modularly separated. This 
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makes it easy to define forms of client-server interaction that are at the same time 
flexible and easy to maintain. The evolution from the “closed world” of local-area 
networks (LANs) to the “open world” of wide-area networks (WANs) poses however 
new challenges both to object-oriented programming and to client-server computing. 
Specifically, there is need of providing service interfaces that are adequate for the 
business transactions that happen in network infrastructures like the Internet and the 
World Wide Web. 
In this paper, we describe the Coordination Language Facility (CLF), an environment 
that merges two trends in computer science, on the one hand, OOP and, on the other, 
transaction systems [20], that coordinate the access to distributed resources. We argue 
that the CLF has the right features for moving client-server computing to a WAN- 
dominated world. In the course of the paper we go into the details of the object model 
underlying the CLF, while previous papers [4,3] have focused on the implementation 
of the protocol. 
In a nutshell, the CLF extends traditional object-oriented client-server protocols in 
two ways: (i) objects can dynamically offer new services and (ii) multi-party negotia- 
tion can easily be implemented. 
l Dynamic extension of services can be characterized as a modification of the tradi- 
tional OOP paradigm: 
Traditional paradigm: standard “what”, flexible “how”. In traditional object-ori- 
ented systems, developers define a standard method interface (the “what”), in- 
dependent from the details of the implementation of the method (the “how”). 
This encapsulation feature is of paramount importance to reduce complexity in 
software design and development. The access to a method then follows a simple 
protocol illustrated in Fig. 1: the client object A invokes a method on the (possi- 
bly remote) server object B which executes the method and returns the reply to 
object A. This complexity reduction scheme, however, does not scale when new 
user requirements enforce a dynamic updating of the set of services provided by 
the server object. 
CLF paradigm of dynamic object services: flexible “what”, flexible “how”. The CLF 
enables programmers to define autonomous objects that can dynamically extend 
and modify their set of services. To make this feasible, the CLF protocols allows 
two kinds of accesses to a service (Fig. 2): (i) selection of a service followed by 
its enactment, where the client object A retrieves service offers matching a certain 
client server 
Fig. 1. Traditional object paradigm. 
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Fig. 2. CLF paradigm 
profile from a server object B, asynchronously selects one offer from the stream 
returned by B, and finally tries to execute the service according to the selected 
offer (failure may occur if the offer is no longer valid when it is attempted); (ii) 
dynamic addition of new service offers to the object B. 
l Multi-party negotiation can be characterized as follows. The traditional client-server 
paradigm is designed for communication between a single client and a single server. 
Besides supporting objects with dynamic services, the CLF protocol enables the 
coordination of multiple, distributed objects. In fact, a client object can engage 
communications with multiple servers to support: (i) the negotiation among objects 
to reach consensus over a set of services that match complex criteria; and (ii) the 
concurrent execution of the services on each server, respecting the consistency of 
the global execution. The client has the means to ensure that all the services selected 
in a negotiated transaction are performed atomically (see Section 2.3). 
Consider now how the two features above meet the requirements of client-server com- 
puting in the new WAN domain: 
The capability of dynamically extending existing services finds a direct application 
in the “open” information economy of the Internet and the WWW. For instance, an 
electronic commerce server may dynamically change the service or products it offers, 
e.g. introducing a new product color, a new delivery method or payment procedure. 
Conversely, service offer may decrease when a product has run out of stock and is 
not renewed. 
The capability to support multi-party negotiations plays an important role in the 
support of business processes in virtual enterprises, i.e. flexible enterprises that suc- 
cessfully compete on global markets by dynamically reconfiguring their business 
including not only hierarchies and teams of internal workers, but also networks of 
external suppliers, partners, allies, customers. A key requirement of virtual enter- 
prises is that the business processes must be deployed not only on a single server 
in a LAN, but also on autonomous, heterogeneous, multiple servers on WAN such 
as intranets and the public Internet. 
Distributed print factories, composed of networks of autonomous print shops, are 
an example of such virtual organizations: a print job may involve coordinating 
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several resources (documents, databases, forms, pictures, fonts, printers, etc.) at sev- 
eral sites (print shops, printing subcontractors, customer’s print and computing facil- 
ities, etc.) so as to “print-on-demand” as close as possible to the location where the 
paper copies are needed. Another example is the delivery of on-line services such as 
searching, printing and paying for documents on digital libraries, that requires co- 
ordinating search tools, document repositories, print facilities, electronic commerce 
facilities for digital payments, etc. Yet another example is the support for the mort- 
gage application process in a building society: a customer starts the process by filling 
out a form on the Internet or faxing a form, and the internal workflow is executed on 
the corporate intranet, allowing the customer to monitor the status of the application. 
In the rest of this paper we detail the object model underlying the CLF (Section 2), 
and we provide a characterization of the application framework of distributed business 
processes (Section 3) that it supports. We then discuss the relationship between the 
CLF and other coordination models (Section 4). 
2. CLF basics 
2.1. The CLF object model 
The CLF object model assumes that each object can be viewed as a resource man- 
ager, which accepts basically two types of operations: removal and insertion of re- 
sources. The underlying architecture is client/server where the client object attempts to 
insert/remove resources into/from the server object. The resources managed by a CLF 
object may be accessed through two distinct channels: 
l The standard request/reply protocol allows direct interaction with the resources fol- 
lowing the traditional object paradigm. The interface of the object defines the access 
procedures which are visible to the clients, called the methods, which have the same 
behavior as in the traditional object paradigm. 
l The CLF protocol (see below) offers associative access to the resources through their 
properties. The interface of the object defines the properties which are visible to the 
clients, called, in the CLF terminology, the services. Each service is implemented 
by an abstraction called a bank. In other words, a bank provides a (possibly partial) 
view of the resources held by the object and allows clients to manipulate them 
through the different operations of the CLF protocol. Banks may be implemented 
from scratch or may encapsulate a legacy application, provided that the resources 
it manipulates and the properties by which they should be made visible are clearly 
identified. In this case, one or several banks act as wrappers which interact with the 
legacy application through its standard Application Programming Interface (API). 
2.1.1. The CLF protocol 
The CLF protocol is defined by the following verbs, which allow a client to insert 
or remove resources accessed associatively on a server: 
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Inquire: The client inquires whether the server holds (or may produce) a resource 
satisfying a given property of its interface. The server returns a handle to a stream 
of actions that it may perform, on demand, in order to make such a resource available 
(and, eventually, remove it). The input property is specified as a predicate with a 
partially instantiated argument tuple. Each action in the returned stream also holds 
some further information about its attached resource, expressed as a Ml instantiation 
of the argument tuple of the input property. 
Next: The client attempts to extract one action from the stream returned by an Inquire 
operation. The server may either return one action, if available on the stream, or 
block, if the stream is empty at the time of the request but may still be filled later, 
or return the special “No-more-value” constant, if the stream is empty and the server 
knows for sure that it will remain so. 
Kill: The client informs the server that it is no more interested in the results of an 
inquiry it has previously submitted. This allows garbage collection on the server 
side. 
Check: The client checks whether one of the actions returned by a Next operation is 
still available, but without reserving it. The server returns either success or failure. 
Failure in a Check operation allows garbage collection on the client side, since all 
the work depending on the availability of the checked action can be cancelled and 
collected. 
Reserve: The client requests the server to reserve one of the actions returned by a 
Next operation. Accepting a reservation means that the server commits to perform 
the action on demand, with no possibility of failure. A reservation may be rejected 
when an action, available at the time when it was returned by the Next operation, is 
not available anymore when reserved, or if the server refuses to commit to perform it 
(e.g. because its state has changed). Rejection can be soft (action temporary disabled) 
or hard (action permanently disabled). In the “soft” case, another reservation of the 
same action may be attempted later. 
Confirm/Cancel: The client either confirms or cancels an action it has successfully 
reserved. If the reservation is confirmed, the action must be executed by the server, 
leading to the deletion of the corresponding resource; if canceled, the action becomes 
available again to other reservation requests. No result is expected in this phase of 
the interaction, which cannot fail. 
Insert: The client requests the insertion into the server of a resource satisfying a given 
property, expressed by a predicate and a fully instantiated tuple of arguments. No 
result is expected either. 
Fig. 3 summarizes the behavior of the operations of the CLF protocol. Fig. 4 shows 
the allowed sequence of invocations of these operations. The operations are displayed 
in round boxes. Some of them are followed by a black triangle, which indicates an 
exclusion choice point: the client must follow the outgoing branch labeled by the result 
of the operation. The black disks indicate free choice points: the client muy follow any 
of the outgoing branches. In some cases, several branches can be pursued in parallel 
(with multi-threaded clients). 
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Inquire: input-tuple-pattern -> stream 
Next: stream -> C action ; output-tuple 1 or NO-MORE-VALUE 
Kill: stream -> void 
Check: action -> TRUE or FALSE 
Reserve: action -> ACCEPT or SOFT-REJECT or HARD-REJECT 
Confirm: action -> void 
Cancel: action -> void 
Insert: tuple -> void 
Fig. 3. The signatures of the operations of the CLF protocol. 
Fig. 4. Sequence of invocation of the operations of the CLF protocol 
2.1.2. Discussion 
The Inquire/Next/Kill/Check operations define a possibly long-lived process on the 
server, in charge of warning the client each time a resource satisfying the given property 
becomes available (e.g., after an Insert operation). This mechanism is very similar 
to the subscription mechanism usually found in message oriented middleware (e.g. 
Sun’s ToolTalk or IBMs MQ-Series). It provides the basis for a negotiation dialogue 
between several server objects through a client object, where the client collects offers 
for various services it wants to combine in some constrained way, before deciding for 
one combination obtained by selecting one offer from each service. 
The Reserve/Confirm/Cancel operations, on the other hand, provide the basis for 
an elementary transaction mechanism similar to what is usually offered by transaction 
managers (e.g. Transarc’s Encina or IBM’s CICS). To perform a set of actions (from 
different servers) atomically, the client proceeds in two phases: (i) it reserves each of 
the actions separately; (iia) if all the reservations are accepted, the client confirms each 
of them; (iib) if one of the reservations returns a hard rejection, those which have been 
accepted are cancelled and the transaction is abandoned; (iic) if one of the reservations 
returns a soft rejection, those which have succeeded are cancelled and the transaction 
is deferred (or abandoned if another reservation returns a hard rejection). 
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Thus, the CLF object model combines at the lowest level and in an abstract form 
some of the basic facilities offered by both message oriented architectures and trans- 
action monitors. 
Both “methods” (traditional protocol) and “services” (CLF protocol) co-exist in a 
CLF object and correspond to different contexts of use of the object. Typically, purely 
autonomous interactions should use methods, while interactions which are interdepen- 
dent (in particular coordination) should use services. For example, if a client simply 
wants to display in a window the state of a server object (or part of it) at a given 
point of time, a method is sufficient for that purpose, to get a copy of the state. On the 
other hand, if a client wants to eliminate doublons in a subset of resources of a server, 
it should use a service and the full power of the CLF protocol: (i) the Inquire/Next 
operations to be constantly kept informed of any change in the concerned subset of 
resources; and (ii) the Reserve/Confirm/Cancel operations to make sure that when it 
eliminates one duplicate in a doublon, the other one is still present. 
Of course, the CLF protocol could be reconstructed on top of the traditional one: for a 
given service, each verb of the CLF protocol would itself correspond to a method, and, 
in the implementation, this is what actually happens. However, distinguishing between 
services and methods greatly clarifies the design of an object. In some applications, it 
is much more natural to think in terms of services, in the CLF sense, than methods. 
Furthermore, the CLF system offers service-specific support, on the client side, for 
programming coordinated service invocations (see Section 2.3), and, on the server 
side, to simplify the implementation of a service (see Section 2.2). 
2.2. Structure of a CLF object 
2.2. I. Overview 
A CLF object can be implemented in any language, and can encapsulate any kind of 
resources, as long as it accepts the CLF protocol for its services. However, implement- 
ing a CLF object from scratch may be a tedious task and it is easier to derive new 
objects from existing ones. Initially, objects can be derived from the generic object 
prototype whose overall structure is given in Fig. 5. 
l The communication layer of a CLF object consists of the server stubs adapted to 
the different supported communication infrastructures. It receives client invocations 
and dispatch them either to the method modules or the service modules of the 
“application layer”: for a “method”, the method-name and the parameters are de- 
packed and the method is invoked; for a “service”, the bank-name, the CLF protocol 
operation and the parameters are de-packed and forwarded to the bank. 
l The application layer, which contains the application dependent modules, imple- 
ments on the one hand the object autonomous activity, and, on the other hand, the 
different operations of each protocol (method or service) which send the results back 
to the client through the “communication layer”. 
l Finally, the system layer of a CLF object provide run-time utility modules which 
can be called by (and call) the application modules. 
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Fig. 5. CLF object structure. 
A new CLF object can be obtained by specializing the “application layer” of the 
generic object prototype, i.e. providing the implementation of each method and of the 
operations of the CLF protocol for each service in the object interface. This can be 
done from scratch or by using the CLF library package described below. 
2.2.2. The CLF librury package 
The CLF library package addresses several intrinsic difficulties in the implementation 
of the services of a CLF object (the banks). The main difficulty in writing a bank comes 
from the fact that it must handle long-lived threads of activities (which may or may 
not be implemented as program threads) managing the streams of actions returned 
by the different Inquire operations: these streams may potentially be infinite, so that 
the corresponding threads may last forever. Furthermore, these threads may be deeply 
intertwined. The CLF library package provides a prototypical bank implementation to 
deal with some of this complexity. It makes use of the three modules of the system 
layer of a CLF object (see Fig. 5): 
The search manager is responsible for searching resources. In particular, it main- 
tains the streams created by the Inquire operation, and garbage-collected by the Kill 
operation. When a resource becomes available, it adds a corresponding action into 
the stream of all the Inquiries concerned by that resource. It is also in charge of 
waking-up pending Next operations when a stream is filled. This may happen after 
an Insert operation, or a direct method invocation, or by the object’s own activity. 
The concurrency manager deals with concurrent accesses to the resources. In par- 
ticular, it detects reservation conflicts on actions returned by the banks in the Next 
operation, and, in such cases, decides whether to block the incoming conflicting 
reservation till the current one is either confirmed or cancelled, or to defer it by 
returning a “soft-reject”. Deadlocks are avoided by an algorithm based on client 
ranking and ordered classes. 
The insertion manager is responsible for inserting new resources. 
The AbstractBank abstract class of the CLF library package implements each opera- 
tion of the CLF protocol (Inquire, Next, etc.) in terms of (i) calls to the three runtime 
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modules of the system layer of the object described above and (ii) corresponding calls 
to application-specific operations (doInquire, doNext, etc.) which must be defined in 
derived classes. 
Notice that operations of the second level (doInquire, doNext, etc.) are simpler to 
program than their counterparts at the first level (Inquire, Next, etc.). In particular, they 
are all nonblocking. For example, the doNext operation is supposed to return any new 
action to add in the stream passed to the corresponding Next operation, but only at the 
time when it is invoked. It need not block and worry about changes in the environment, 
which is the task of the search manager. Similarly, the doReserve operation only has to 
worry about the availability of the action passed to the corresponding Reserve operation 
at the time it is invoked. It is also non-blocking and need not worry about access 
conflicts on actions. This is handled by the concurrency manager. 
2.2.3. Generic bank classes 
Three useful concrete sub-classes of AbstractBank have been defined (see Fig. 6), 
and are available either to use as such or to be further refined. 
Wrapper: It is used for banks encapsulating legacy applications. The methods of this 
class should translate into invocation of the API of the application. For example, 
a DBMS can be considered as a CLF object where the resources are the records 
AbtractBank 
Wrapper 
_init_() 
Dolnqure() 
DON&() 
I)oHeServe() 
DoConlmlt() 
DoCancel() 
DoI~wrt() 
Delivery Bag 
_init_() 
DOk?rt() 
_init_() 
Dolnquire() 
DoNext() 
DoReserve() 
DoCommit() 
DoCancel() 
DoInsert 
Printer Fax 
_init_() _init_() 
Doln?.ert() Dolnsert() 
V&boseBag PersistantBag 
_init_() 
Dolnquire() 
DoNext() 
DoReserve() 
DoCommit 
DoCancel() 
Dolnsert() 
_init_() 
DoCommit() 
Dolnsert() 
Purely virtual method 
methods 
Fig. 6. Hierarchy of class for banks. 
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(or objects in the case of an OODB), and the banks corresponds to different views 
of the database. For each view, a specific bank has to be created, but they are 
all similar and can, in general, be derived from a common class. Notice that other 
components of the DBMS (schemas, relations, and other metainformation) could also 
be considered CLF resources. 
Delivery : Some components of the resources in a CLF object may be purely volatile, 
meaning that they disappear as soon as the resource has been inserted, but they 
generate a side effect: e.g., pop up a window in a user graphical environment, or 
print a document or send it by fax. For such banks, only the Insert operation of the 
CLF protocol is relevant. The Delivery class provides a harness in which only the 
events relative to this operation need to be programmed. 
Bag: A bank of class Bag manages an independent subset of resources which are 
simple Linda like tuples. A Bag is useful in an object to store intermediate states 
which can be directly manipulated by other banks (or standard methods) of the 
object. Various subclasses have been defined to implement different flavors of bags 
(persistent, verbose). 
2.2.4. Examples 
A number of prototypical CLF objects have been designed using the CLF library 
package. 
l For example, a ticker object prototype is available for rudimentary real-time pur- 
poses. Conceptually, its resources are “tickets” which are created at regular interval 
of time and which can be consumed by clients in the usual way. A ticker object 
consists of two banks: a classical Bag bank that holds the “tickets” and a specific 
bank derived from the Delivery class which executes control commands upon in- 
sertion. For instance, inserting a resource ( ’ ‘start ) ’ , ’ ‘myticker) ' , ' ' 10 ' ') 
in the latter bank triggers a new thread that will insert, every 10 s, a resource of the 
form “myticker” in the former bank. 
l A name-server object prototype stores mappings between logical names and real 
physical locations. A CLF object may register some of its banks into the server 
by inserting an element of the mapping. Clients can consult the mapping by the 
Inquire/Next operations, possibly modifying it with the other operations. A name 
server is more than a simple bag: it may be distributed over several sites, and 
propagate information between sites on demand. 
l Furthermore, various domain-specific object prototypes have been designed 
(e.g. for workflow management or electronic commerce). 
These examples are pure server objects: they do not initiate communication with other 
objects. In our experience, it appeared that writing client code which exploits the whole 
complexity of the CLF protocol, beyond simple Insert operations, is not an easy task. 
However, it also appeared that this code always had the same structure which could 
be captured into a special kind of CLF objects called “coordinators”, described below. 
Thus, most applications can be built from pure server objects (such as those mentioned 
above) and coordinators. 
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2.3. Coordination in CLF 
2.3.1. Rule-based coordination 
Distributed applications often require groups of objects to have a coordinated behav- 
ior. Various models of coordination have been proposed in the literature [32,26, 11. The 
CLF object model provides a straightforward model of coordination in which the prim- 
itive coordination action consists of the atomic removal of a number of resources from 
some objects followed by the insertion of resources into other objects (or the same). 
Such a coordination action can be specified by a production rule with a left-hand side 
and a right-hand side: the left-hand (respectively right-hand) side lists the properties 
of the resources to be removed (respectively inserted). On both sides, each property is 
tagged with an identifier of a bank implementing this property. For example, a rule of 
the form 
rule : 
p(X,Y> Q q(Y,Z) <>- r(X,Z> 
will try to (i) find a resource satisfying the property p (X , Y> and a resource satisfying 
the property q(Y ,Z> for consistent values of the parameters X,Y ,Z, then (ii) remove 
these two resources atomically, and finally (iii) insert a resource satisfying r(X,Z). 
The predicates p , q, r are identifiers which must be attached to banks by “interface” 
declarations of the form 
interface : 
q(X,Y): X -> Y is LOOKUP object_A.bank_B 
Such a declaration means that predicate q denotes a binary property of resources held 
by the object named object4 and made public by that object through a bank named 
bankB Names are here global names looked-up in a name server, which is a CLF 
object attached to the coordinator upon initialization. 
The “signature” X -> Y means that any Inquire operation on this bank may be 
invoked only if the value of the first argument of the property (X) is provided, while 
each action returned by this operation will specify the value of the second argument of 
the property (Y). Signatures must of course be consistent with what the banks actually 
offer and are used for sequencing appropriately the Inquire operations in rule execution. 
2.3.2. Structure of a coordinator 
A coordinator consists of three main banks, of type Bag: 
l The bank Rules contains a set of rules in pre-compiled format. Each rule has an 
internal identifier. 
l The bank RulesId contains a set of rule identifiers. Each of them is coupled with 
some properties defined by the owner of the rule, and through which it can be 
retrieved. The rules the identifiers of which are in the RulesId bank are considered 
active by the coordination engine. The other rules are considered inactive. It is 
therefore very easy to control the activation of rules by inserting or removing the 
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corresponding resource in the RulesId bank. A rule can be de-activated and re- 
activated as often as desired. 
l The bank Interfaces contains the interface declarations which map predicates to 
banks of CLF objects in the system. In most cases, a declaration maps a predicate 
to a logical name of a bank to be looked-up in the CLF name-server object attached 
to the coordinator. It is also possible to map a predicate to some built-in bank 
of the coordinator itself, performing only simple services (e.g. arithmetic, string 
manipulation, etc.). Notice that, contrarily to rules, it is never necessary to de-activate 
an interface since it is always possible to change a look-up association in the table of 
the name service. This is particularly useful when objects migrate on different sites. 
The rules stored in the Rules bank must be in pre-compiled format. The compiler 
which produces this format basically eliminates the inherent redundancy of the textual 
version of the rule, resolve macro definitions and performs a few syntactic checks, but 
contains, in the current version, no particular optimization. 
CLF rules scripts in textual format may be produced either by human programmer 
or by a computing agent e.g. a CLF object itself. Each coordinator contains the bank 
Compiler of type Delivery, which encapsulate the CLF compiler, and in which rule 
scripts in textual format can be inserted. The insertion of a rule script triggers its 
compilation and the installation of the resulting rules (and interfaces) in pre-compiled 
format into the banks Rules, Interfaces and RulesId (all rules are activated at 
installation time). The compiler may be also used as a stand-alone checking tools for 
verifying CLF scripts in the development phase. 
The ability to use rule scripts as resources allows a high degree of reflexion and 
flexibility in the coordination. The scripts themselves can manipulate other scripts, 
allowing coordination to be decomposed in a hierarchical way. 
2.3.3. The coordinution engine 
The internal activity of a coordinator is an eternal loop which continuously attempts 
to apply rules whenever they are active. It consists of an adaptation of various algo- 
rithms found in production rule engines, such as the Rete algorithm [21] and the Earley 
algorithm [19]. It relies on three main modules: 
l The search engine is in charge of retrieving active rules and finding instantiations for 
their left-hand side. This requires invoking Inquire/Next operations on the (possibly 
remote) services attached to the predicates of the left-hand side. Given that each 
Inquire operations returns a stream of actions (“unrolled” by the Next operation), 
the search engine deploys, for each active rule, a tree of all the possible combinations 
of actions, one from each stream corresponding to a predicate of the left-hand side. 
The order of deployment of the search tree is partially controlled by the signatures 
of the predicate declarations. 
l The trunsaction engine attempts to consume atomically the left-hand side of rules for 
which the search engine has found a complete instantiation and to insert their right- 
hand side. This relies on the two-phase locking operations and the Insert operation 
of the CLF protocol. 
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l The surrogates (one per predicate) handle all the communications with remote 
servers. In particular, they contain the client stubs specific to the communication 
infrastructures in use. 
Coordinators also perform many other functions, such as garbage collection (using 
the Check and Kill operations of the CLF protocol) and, to some extent, server or 
network fault management. A more detailed, but partially out-of-date, description of 
the behavior of the coordinators can be found in [3]. 
2.4. Impleinentation 
In order to avoid to contribute to the programming language war, we have not 
designed a new language to implement CLF objects, nor have we extended an existing 
language. Instead, following the Linda [22, 131 approach, the CLF library package and 
the prototypical CLF objects have been developed for existing languages; we have 
mainly focused on Python, in the current, still experimental, version and Cff in an 
older version. This allowed us to validate our approach, which can easily be applied 
to any other language. 
Notice that, as opposed to Linda, CLF does not assume an API to a - supposedly 
ubiquitous ~ runtime service (the “tuple space” of Linda). Instead, the CLF library 
package provides classes of objects in the target languages from which CLF objects 
are built. It is an important feature of CLF that it does not assume nor impose any 
runtime infrastructure on top of the basic communication one. This makes the CLF 
particularly portable and light weight. 
As an example, we give here some pseudo-Python code of a simple implementation 
of the Bag bank class. 
class Bag(AbstractBank): 
# objects of this class have two main fields: 
# rscD which is a dictionary holding the resources (tuples) 
# the key of each entry is an actionId; 
# its data is a value/state pair 
# where the value is the resource itself (a tuple) 
# and the state ranges over ( free, reserved, consumed 1. 
# inquiryD which is a dictionary of tuple filters (a la linda) 
# indexed by an inquiryId. 
def __init__(self): 
self.rscD = {) ; self.inquiryD = C) 
def DoInquire(self, filter): 
newInquiry,inquiryId = CreateNewInquiry(filter) 
inquiryD[inquiryId] = newInquiry 
return inquiryId 
def DoNext(self,inquiryId): 
if there is a "new" actionId such that 
rscD[actionId].value matches inquiryD[inquiryId].filter 
then: value = self.rscD[actionId].value 
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else : actionId = None ; value = [I 
return inquiryId, actionId, value 
def DoInsert(self,value): 
newResource,actionId = CreateNewResource(value) 
self.rscD[actionId] = newResource 
def DoReserve(self,actionId): 
if rscD[actionId].state == free: 
rscD[actionId].state = reserved; res = granted 
else: res = failed 
return res 
def DoCancel(self,actionId): 
check rscD[actionId].state == reserved 
rscD [actionId] . state = free 
def DoCommit (self ,actionId) : 
verify rscD[actionId] . state == reserved 
rscDCactionId].state = consumed 
The real code is barely more complex than the pseudo-code given here. The doInquire 
operation sets the data structure associated to an inquiry: the filter of the inquiry and 
the resources already considered. The doNext operation returns the next resource not 
already considered that matches the filter of the inquiry (or None). The doReserve, 
docommit, docancel operations simply modify the state of the resources (form free 
to reserved to consumed). All the complexity is fully handled, in this case, by the 
three modules of the CLF object prototype (search manager, concurrency manager 
and insertion manager) described in Section 2.2.2. 
The current implementation relies, for its communication infrastructure, on HTTP, 
the most widespread, cheapest infrastructure currently available over the Internet. In 
this way, the objects of a distributed application written in CLF can easily be accessed 
from Web browsers. Thus, any method or service of a CLF object can be invoked 
through an URL, which returns the results, when available, in a readable (HTML) 
format. This is achieved in a much more efficient way than with CGI scripts: in 
particular, the object maintains some persistent context between the different phases 
of the CLF protocol in a service invocation, whereas CGI scripts offer no support for 
passing context information between calls. 
Furthermore, the communication layer of CLF objects has been designed in a modu- 
lar way which allows other infrastructures to be supported, from low-level infrastructure 
such as CORBA (fully supported in the first release of CLF, currently partially sup- 
ported) to simple e-mail or even fax and paper (used in an Electronic Commerce 
application we have developed). 
2.5. Example 
To illustrate our description, we detail here a very simple CLF application. We take 
the classical problem of the dining philosophers and we present a totally decentralized 
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solution where each philosopher is represented by a group of CLF objects and no extra 
intermediate object is needed. 
The philosophers are sitting at a round table and each of them owns a fork. Whenever 
a philosopher is hungry, he/she attempts to acquire the fork of his/her right neighbor in 
order to eat with two forks. Upon success, the borrowed fork is returned to its owner 
as soon as the philosopher has finished eating. 
In CLF, a philosopher is implemented by a group of two CLF objects. 
l One object is a coordinator that executes a set of CLF rules associated to the philoso- 
pher. These rules attempt to acquire the neighbor’s fork when needed and return it 
when finished. This is the only phase where a philosopher needs to initiate a com- 
munication (through the CLF protocol) with other CLF objects, hence the use of a 
coordinator. 
l The second object holds the philosopher’s local attributes. It exports the following 
services: 
- The bank Fork holds the philosopher’s own fork. It may be implemented as a 
simple instance of class Bag. It is the only bank which is public and will be 
accessed by other philosophers’ coordinators through the name-server. 
- The banks State and HasForks hold, respectively, the state of the philosopher, 
which may be one of thinking, eating or hungry, and an indicator of available 
forks. These banks are private to the philosopher and can only be accessed by its 
own coordinator object. Their implementation may take advantage of this fact. 
The script attached to the coordinator object of each philosopher consists of the fol- 
lowing rules: 
rules : 
State(“hungry”) Q HasForks <>- State(“eating”) @ HasForks 
State(“hungry”) 0 Fork1 Q Fork2 <>- State(“eating”) Q HasForks 
State(“thinking”) Q HasForks <>- State(“thinking”) @ Fork1 
0 Fork2 
The first two rules transform the philosopher’s state from hungry to eating, either 
directly, when the forks are available, or by acquiring the forks (one locally: Forkl; 
one from the neighbor: Fork2). The third role releases the forks, if they are acquired, 
when the philosopher is thinking. This rule script must be completed with interface 
declarations for each predicate. Contrarily to the rules, these declarations are specific 
to each philosopher and depend on its neighbor. 
For example, let us consider the following three philosophers in clockwise order: 
Helmut, Lamberto and Jacques. The interface declarations of Jacques’CLF script are 
as follows. Notice that only Fork2 is assigned to a remote bank. 
interfaces : 
Fork1 : is LOOKUP Jacques.Fork # local 
Fork2 : is LOOKUP Lamberto.Fork # from neighbor 
State(s) : s -> is LOOKUP Jacques.State # local 
HasForks : is LOOKUP Jacques.HasForks # local 
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The careful reader will notice that the second rule of the CLF script could trigger 
search for forks even when the philosopher is not hungry, since the three tokens of 
the left-hand side of this rule do not share arguments and can therefore be searched 
in parallel. Although this is harmless, since the rule will eventually apply only when 
the philosopher is actually hungry, this may be time-consuming, especially when the 
neighbor’s objects are located on a remote site. The CLF scripting language has no 
specific construct to directly express an ordering on the tokens of a rule. However, 
the same effect can easily be achieved by introducing a “sequentialization” argument 
in all the predicates and having it shared by all the the tokens in the rules. Then, 
the interface declarations have to be modified so that this argument is an output 
argument in the State predicate and input argument in all the other predicates. We 
would then have something as follows (where seq denotes the sequentialization 
argument). 
interfaces : 
Forkl(seq) : seq -> is LOOKUP Jacques.Fork 
Fork2(seq) : seq -> is LOOKUP Lamberto.Fork 
State(s,seq) : s -> seq is LOOKUP Jacques.State 
HasForks(seq) : seq -> is LOOKUP Jacques.HasForks 
Of course, the temptation is high to add into the scripting language new constructs 
to specify such information as explicit ordering. In our experience, many such exten- 
sions have been proposed, but we always preferred to stick to the “rise” approach of 
providing a minimal kernel from which more complex features can be reconstructed. 
Doing this by hand would of course be tedious, but, in most of the cases we have 
encountered, it appeared that very few rules were written by hand, and most of them 
were generated from higher level specifications (e.g. workflow maps). 
Back to our example, the specific behavior of each philosopher must be encapsulated 
into the object which holds the banks State and HasForks. For example, a possible 
behavior could be to turn to the “hungry” state each time it has not been in state 
“eating” for more than six hours. Or the state transitions from “thinking” to “hungry” 
could be controlled by a GUI. There are various ways to program such a specific behav- 
ior: (i) either write it from scratch, (ii) or create new derivations of the AbstractBank 
class, (iii) or define the banks State and HasForks as simple Bag banks and define 
direct methods to change the object state, which could then be accessed by a GUI or 
a clock started externally. In particular, a GUI could take advantage of the fact that 
CLF object methods (as well as services) are directly accessible from Web browsers 
through URLs, so the GUI could easily be implemented using the standard interface 
tools supported by such browsers (HTML forms, Java applets, etc.). 
This very simple example shows the many different levels at which it is possible to 
implement a distributed application using CLF. At the lowest level, CLF can be used 
only as a pure design tool specifying only the different objects and the communication 
protocol between them; in that case, all programming is done “by hand” from scratch. 
At the highest level, the programmer may reuse the existing CLF object prototypes 
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(e.g. coordinators) and bank classes (e.g. bags) and adapt them according to the needs 
of the application at hand. 
3. Distributed worktlow using the CLF 
3.1. Motivations 
3.1.1. Distributed workflow requirements 
Workflow is an important application domain for coordination tools. Indeed, most of 
the current commercial offer relies on centralized client/server architectures, which may 
be sufficient for small-scale processes inside a homogeneous environment (e.g. within 
the same department of a company) but has proven notoriously restrictive for large- 
scale processes, possibly spanning over different companies or different services all 
over the world. With the development of outsourcing, for example, a process, initially 
developed within a company, may later involve several suppliers and may need to be 
deployed over several external sources. 
We therefore consider a workflow system consisting of several autonomous com- 
ponents distributed over different sites, each component being able to perform some 
(or all) workflow functionalities in a customized way for its site. For example, the user 
directory functionality, or the task list management functionality, could be achieved by 
several local components adapted to the sites on which they live. Clearly, consistent 
workflow enactment requires the coordination of these components, hence the need for 
some distributed coordination service. 
The required characteristics of the coordination service depend on the degree of 
decentralization and of autonomy of the distributed components of the workflow system. 
Two kinds of requirements may appear: 
Infrastructural requirement: Heterogeneity 
The components of the workflow system may live on heterogeneous machines and 
platforms, accessible through various communication protocols. They may have different 
hardware and software needs. For example, the components ensuring the execution of 
tasks at a client node must be light-weight, since they will probably run on low-end 
machines like PCs, laptops or even NCs. On the other hand, some essential, heavy- 
weight components, e.g. task state servers, may require some capabilities to recover in 
case of failure, or even be fully fault tolerant. The coordination infrastructure must be 
able to deal with this diversity and interact equally with all the components to achieve 
its coordination goal. 
Structural requirement: Nondeterminism 
Making a workflow component fully autonomous may completely change its context 
of use and the kind of services it must deliver. For example, in a centralized archi- 
tecture, it is acceptable that the component holding task states need not worry about 
concurrent, conflicting attempts to modify the state of a task, since in that case, the 
enactment engine fully controls state transitions and it is reasonable to assume that 
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it will not issue conflicting transition requests (more precisely, it will solve conflicts 
internally). On the contrary, in a decentralized setting, such an assumption becomes 
irrelevant, since there does not exist a single enactment engine: it may be split across 
several autonomous components. Consequently, a task state server may have to choose 
between conflicting transition requests, and thus have a nondeterministic behavior. Sim- 
ilarly, concurrent access to shared document holders may be another source of conflicts 
and hence of nondeterminism. The coordination infrastructure must therefore be able 
to deal with nondeterministic components, which may possibly reject the requests they 
receive. 
The CLF has been designed with these two kinds of requirements in mind. On the 
side of heterogeneity, CLF has been designed as a light-weight architecture, making 
it portable to many environments and communication infrastructures. On the side of 
nondeterminism, the CLF protocol has been designed to handle, at the level of basic 
object interactions, nondeterministic behaviors, offering the possibility for server objects 
to negotiate and possibly reject or postpone the requests they are submitted. 
3.12. Distributed workflow components 
In its most rudimentary form, a workflow management system may consist of the 
following components: 
Document servers: They maintain document bases. Each document consists of a set 
of versions which are organized sequentially, possibly allowing parallel branches. Fur- 
thermore, documents may be atomic or have a complex structure based on a hierarchy 
of sub-documents. 
Task servers: They maintain task bases. Each task has a state of completion and 
a number of attributes, such as the documents it concerns, the competences it requires 
for its execution, deadlines etc. 
Enactment engines: They perform task and document transitions, according to “pro- 
cess maps” which may or may not be editable while the process is on-going. 
User directories: They hold the informations about the employees of an organization 
who may be involved in a process. In particular, they define sets of competencies and, 
for each competency, pools of people who have been appropriately trained. Pools may 
not necessarily be disjoint, since an employee may have several distinct competencies. 
Task list managers: They manage the list of tasks assigned to the users and present 
each task with its attached documents for execution by the assigned user, when s/he 
is available. They may also perform other functions, such as generating a signal when 
a deadline is approaching or retrieving the appropriate tools needed by the task (e.g. 
the software adapted to the documents format). 
In the distributed architecture we consider, each of these components may exist in 
multiple exemplars at various sites. Some components may terminate while new ones 
may be created, without disrupting the overall workflow. 
The enactment engines have two distinct roles. 
l On the one hand, they are in charge of performing state transitions within each 
individual task, possibly modifying the documents attached to it (i.e. creating new 
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versions). Different kinds of internal states and transitions may exist, depending on 
the nature of the tasks. However, there are at least two internal states common to all 
task: input and output availability (or “Ready” and “Complete”). Input (respectively 
output) availability can never be the target (respectively source) state of an internal 
transition, and all tasks eventually flow from input to output availability. 
l On the other hand, enactment engines are also in charge of maintaining the overall 
flow of control and data. Control flow is usually specified by control connectors over 
tasks, and data flow by data connectors over documents. Examples of simple control 
connectors are “sequentialization” (Task 1 is executed before Task 2), “branching” 
(either Task 1 or Task 2 is executed), “parallelization” (Task 1 and Task 2 are 
executed in parallel and then join their results). They may only relate the visible 
internal states of tasks, i.e., usually, input and output availability. 
Given that enactment engines are autonomous, they may compete for resources and 
eventually conflict, e.g., as mentioned above, for a task transition or a document modifi- 
cation. Such conflicts should seldom occur within the same process, even if executed in 
a distributed way, since one of the goal of a workflow process is precisely to minimize 
conflicts between its tasks; however, the possibility of conflict cannot be completely 
ruled out even within a process, let alone between unrelated processes. In particular, 
when a process “goes wrong” in an unanticipated way, one would like to define an 
exceptional process aimed at partially redirecting or replacing the wrong one. Clearly, 
the “normal” process and the “exceptional” process will compete for task transitions. 
More generally, on-line replacement of processes is a particularly acute problem in a 
distributed setting. 
3.2. Workjlow coordination in CLF 
3.2.1. Principles 
Workflow components can very naturally be seen as resource repositories, and hence 
be encapsulated in CLF objects. Pure server components, like task state servers, can be 
implemented as CLF objects encapsulating a database. A workflow process can insert 
or remove a task from the database using the operations of the CLF protocol, and 
thus easily realize a task state transition. The same task in a task state server can be 
accessed through different properties: its identification, of course, but also, its nature 
or its required set of competencies etc. The latter case, fully exploiting the associative 
flavor of the CLF protocol, allows rules to manipulate and perform transitions on groups 
of tasks instead of single individual tasks (e.g. cancel all the tasks related to a given 
process instance, because this process has gone wrong). 
The main client objects in a workflow are the process enactment engines, which it 
is therefore natural to implement as CLF coordinators. Basically, two kinds of rules 
are involved in process enactment: 
l Some rules encode the internal task state transitions. Those are, in general, static 
and uniform for all the tasks concerned by a given enactment engine. Various task 
transition models have been defined and implemented in existing workflow system. 
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They can, in general, be captured by rules of the form 
old-state B {pre-conditions) <>- new-state Q (post-conditions) 
The tokens old-state and new-state characterize, respectively, the input and 
output states of the transition. The pre- and post-conditions filter the tasks to which 
the transition is applied and install the results of the transformation, e.g. in terms of 
document modification. 
l Other rules encode the transitions between tasks, as specified by workflow maps. 
These rules are generated and dynamically inserted into the coordinator each time 
a new process map is defined or modified. This makes full use of the reflexivity 
feature of CLF, where rule scripts are manipulable resources. Inter-task transition 
rules have the following general form: 
in-state1 0 . . Q in-stateN <>- out-state1 Q . . . Q out-stateM 
The tokens in-statek denote visible states (typically output-availability) of the 
input tasks of the transition. The tokens out-statek denote visible states (typically 
input-availability) of the output tasks of the transition. Pre- and post-conditions can 
also be present. 
3.2.2. A prototype 
We have developed WebFlow [5,23], a distributed workflow prototype implemented 
in CLF and based on the principles described above. It relies on a rather simple task 
model. Each task A has three internal states: input available (denoted A-in), output 
available (denoted A-out) and acquired (denoted A-acq). The latter characterizes tasks 
which have been assigned to a user. Internal task transitions are basically obtained by 
the following rule schemes, which are instances of the patterns given in Section 3.2.1: 
rules : 
A-in @ assign-A-to-U <>- A-acq-by-U 
A-acq-by-U 0 exec-A-by-U <>- A-out 
The resources assign-A-to-U and exec-A-by-U denote, respectively, the actual assig- 
nation of task A to a user U, and its actual execution by this user. 
Notice that these rule schemes have been greatly simplified for presentation purpose: 
l First, the tokens in the rules directly encode the resources, and not the properties 
through which they are accessed. In fact, the same resource can be accessed through 
different properties. They allow the selection of the task depending on its attributes. 
l Many tokens, retrieving contextual information about the process to which the task 
belongs, have been omitted. 
The resource assign-A-to-U is held by a user directory object. It can be accessed 
through a bank whose (simplified) interface declaration looks like: 
interfaces : 
assign(A,U): A -> U is LOOKUP SomeUserDirectory.Assign 
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Let’s detail the different phases of the CLF protocol in this case: 
l The Inquire operation is invoked with some information about task A (typically the 
set of competencies required by A). The user directory then retrieves the set of 
all the users which have the corresponding competencies and proposes the task to 
each of them. Notice that new users can be added dynamically after the invocation, 
and will still be considered potential acquirers for the task. This is useful if the 
assignation phase is long-lived. 
l The Next operation returns one potential acquirer for the task each time one of them 
(notified in the Inquire phase) accepts to take charge of the task. 
l The Kill operation removes the task from the proposed list of all potential acquirers. 
l The Reserve operation requests a potential acquirer to confirm its acceptance of the 
task. This may come long after the task has been proposed to the user, who then has 
a chance to reject it if busy. If the task is accepted, it will then become immediately 
available (or be canceled). 
l The Confirm/Cancel operation confirms an accepted task, or cancels it if other 
needed resources are not immediately available. 
l The Insert operation may exceptionally be useful to escape from a dead-end situation 
where all registered users are unavailable, and the system manager decides to add 
temporarily a new one for one specific task, to avoid the process to be blocked. 
The inter-task transition rules, generated from the workflow maps, have the following 
form: 
l Sequentialization: task P precedes task Q. 
P-out <>- Q-in 
l Parallel execution, Rendez-vous: task P precedes both Q and R which can be executed 
in parallel, and then join before task S. 
P-out <>- Q-in 0 R-in 
Q-out @ R-out O- S-in 
l Alternative: task P precedes either task Q or task R depending on some results of P. 
P-out Q case-l O- Q-in 
P-out @ case-2 O- R-in 
The tokens case-l and case-2 are used here to select the appropriate case. 
We have outlined here the basic mechanisms of the enactment engines of the 
Webflow prototype, which rely on CLF scripting facilities. The overall architecture 
of the prototype, described in detail in 1231, involves many other components which 
have been encapsulated into CLF objects. 
3.2.3. Document manayernen~ 
CLF offers an interesting solution to the traditional problem of document locking in 
workflow, which is an important source of conflicts. Consider the following (simplified) 
variant of an internal task transition rule, with pre- and post-conditions related to 
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document management. 
rules : 
A-acq(U) @ dot-A(D) Q exec-A(U,D,Dl) <>- A-out @ doe-A(Dl) 
interfaces : 
dot-A(D) : -> D is SomeDocBase.doc 
exec-A(U,D,Dl) : U, D -> Dl is TaskListManager.exec 
This rule retrieves the latest version D of the document needed by the task and then 
passes it to the execution token, which produces a new version Dl of the document 
(to simplify, we consider here a task involving a single document). 
The problem here is that the execution of a task may be arbitrarily long, and the 
document should not be locked all that time. Hard locks should only be used when 
the task is complete, to install the newly created version of the document. On the 
other hand, during the execution of the task, the user should continuously be informed 
of external changes on the document it manipulates. This can straightforwardly be 
achieved by appropriate definition of the operations of the CLF protocol for dot-A CD). 
l The Inquire operation simply memorizes the current version of the document at the 
time it is invoked. 
l The Next operation then returns (in D) the successive versions of the document, 
starting from the one memorized at Inquire time. 
l The Reserve operation checks that the version being reserved is the current one. If 
that is not the case, the reservation is rejected. Otherwise, it is accepted and the 
document is locked. 
l The Cancel operation releases the lock, while the Confirm operation keeps it and 
creates an entry in the document base for a new version of the document. 
l The Insert operation adds a new version of the document. 
In this way, the hard locks are short-lived even though the overall transition is long- 
lived. Notice that the Reserve operation may fail, if the version which is reserved is not 
the most recent one when the reservation occurs. But, in that case, it is guaranteed that 
the user will receive the newer version in the stream returned by the Inquire operation, 
thus giving him a new chance to integrate it into his work and to try a new update of 
the document. 
Notice that this whole scenario makes sense only if the document server is not 
fully under the control of the workflow engine, i.e. if the updates to the documents 
may come randomly from other applications than a single workflow engine. This is 
precisely the kind of context in which our approach is suitable: the document server 
is one autonomous component, accessed by other autonomous components, including 
but not restricted to workflow engines. 
4. Discussion 
Existing coordination systems can be split into two different albeit related categories: 
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l Message Oriented Middleware systems provide strong support for message notifi- 
cation (and handling) between peer applications. They rely on associative message 
spaces (similar to blackboards [29]) which can be more or less structured (e.g. 
named mple-spaces, or named services, or channels accessed through named ports, 
or queues etc.) and support more or less complex associative retrieval methods. Mes- 
sages (in a broad sense) are manipulated through basic Linda-like primitives such 
as in, out, rd (extraction, insertion, consultation of data item) which interact with 
an ubiquitous message service, holding or dispatching the messages. Messages are 
either explicit communication items (e.g. ToolTalk [31], ToolBus [9]) or data items 
in a tuple-based shared memory (e.g. pure Linda [22, 131, or some of its extension 
Sonia [7] or p2Log [18].) 
l Transaction Processing Monitors [20] provide support for the basic ACID properties 
of transactions. Applications can interact either in client mode or in server mode with 
the ubiquitous transaction service, and the two kinds of interaction are deeply dissym- 
metrical: clients may begin, end transactions or perform operations within transac- 
tions, while servers must handle requests such as prepare-to-commit, commit, abort. 
CLF borrows from both worlds, with one major difference though: it is a light-weight 
architecture which does not assume any ubiquitous run-time infrastructure, beyond the 
primitive communication infrastructure. It can therefore accommodate very poor and 
heterogeneous communication environments (even non fully electronic ones as, e.g. fax 
and paper) while still making possible complex multiparty coordination of services. 
Coordination in CLF is expressed by rule scripts executed by coordinator objects 
which combine the operations of the CLF protocol to negotiate multiparty agreements 
between participant objects according to the scripts. As most scripting language, CLF 
rule scripts are typeless (i.e. manipulate only strings) and talk to participants which 
may either be local or remote, over a network. However, unlike most scripting lan- 
guages, CLF rule scripts are nondeterministic, and do not have any computing power 
of their own (they borrow it from the components they coordinate). Furthermore, rule 
scripts, which coordinate resource manipulations over participant objects, are them- 
selves resources which can be manipulated in a coordination, thus making the system 
fully reflexive. 
Various flavors of rules have been used for coordination in many contexts (soft- 
ware process management [ 17,8, 12, 14,5], federated database processing [ 10,25,24], 
etc.). CLF rules are closer to simple multiset rewriting rules [28,6, 151 or Petri-Nets 
transitions [30], but they fully exploit the CLF protocol. In fact, the power of CLF 
coordination comes from the CLF object model and protocol, which extends the tradi- 
tional request/reply method invocation protocol. Other distributed object coordination 
models [32,26] assume some extensions of the basic object model, but these exten- 
sions are often justified only by the needs of coordination. On the contrary, the CLF 
protocol enriches client/server communication in a way which can be understood even 
disregarding coordination needs. For example, it offers support for the dynamic intro- 
duction of new services into a server, a problem similar to instance evolution in object 
oriented databases [ 111. 
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Coordination requirements have emerged from several application domains where 
distributed components have to interact together in a consistent way. For instance, 
Workflow systems [27] often combine aspects of message notification and handling 
with aspects related to process management, for which CLF offers support at the basic 
object level. Typical of this approach is Exotica [2], built on top of a combination of 
a Message Oriented Middleware, MQ-Series, and a Transaction monitor, CICS. 
The World Wide Web also offers a wide application area where coordination is 
much needed (e.g. to coordinate Java applets as in PageSpace [16]). The CLF is very 
well suited to this kind of coordination since a CLF object offers Web Server facilities 
where the state and resources of the server, accessible through methods and services, 
can be invoked as URLs. Moreover, interactions may be delegated to coordinators, 
which fully exploit the power of the CLF protocol, in order to gather information from 
both classical Web servers and other CLF objects. 
5. Conclusions 
We have described the Coordination Language Facility, a programming framework 
for object-oriented client-server computing. With respect to traditional object models, 
CLF provides new capabilities such as the possibility of dynamically adding new ser- 
vices, and of coordinating the access to multiple services. We have shown how these 
new capabilities can be used to support client-server applications in wide-area networks, 
and we have specifically focused on the application domain of distributed workflow 
management. Finally, we have shown how the CLF relates to a number of other coordi- 
nation frameworks, such as coordination languages, TP monitors and Message-Oriented 
Middleware. 
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